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**Abstract**

This bibliography records books about the Java Programming Language and related software.
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parallelization [SS16, YRHB13]. parallelize
[LPA13]. Parallelizing
[NKH16, hEYJD12]. parameters [GBS14].
Parametric [AGGZ10, PULO16, UTO13].
Part [KP15]. ParTejas [MKG*17]. Partial
[CSK17, JB12, SGD15, BS13, MD15, TD15, WGF11, WHW*17]. Partial-Order
[SGD15, TD15]. Partially [BLH12, BCR11].


qualities [TMVB13]. Qualitas.class [TMVB13]. Quality [BNP11, CCFB15, WKJ17]. Quantitative [CPV15, GB+11, MA+17, PMTP12]. queries [GS11, MRA+17, SGG+17]. query [FWDL15], query- [FWDL15]. questions [KM10]. Quicksort [AD16].


RCDC [DNB+12]. RDMA [ETR+15, IRJ+12]. RDMA-based [IRJ+12]. RDMA-enabled [ETR+15]. re [NCS10]. re-location [NCS10]. Reachability [NS13]. reaction [SRB18]. reactive [BCvC+13, MVH15]. read [NM10]. read-only [NM10]. Reading [Jaf13]. ready [RHSD15]. Real [BVEAGVA10, BBB+17, Fox17b, HTW14, KW11, Nil12a, Pau14, SLES15, SLE+17, VK12, BCR13, BVGVEA10, BVGVEA11a, BVGVEA11b, BVGVEA13, BVGV14a, BVGV14b, CRAJ10, DW10, EABVGV14, Fox17b, GMM+13, HTLC10, KHM+11, KPH11, KVM+14, KW10, KPP+18, KSR14, LTK17, MDS+17, PS10, PZM+10, PSW11, Puf13, RHT13, SP10a, Sie10, SPS17].

Real-Time [BVEAGVA10, BBB+17, Fox17b, HTW14, KW11, Pau14, SLES15, SLE+17, VK12, Nil12a, BCR13, BVGVEA10, BVGVEA11a,
BVGVEA11b, BVGVEA13, BVGV14a, BVGV14b, CRAJ10, DW10, EABGV14, Fox17a, GMC+13, HTLC10, KHM+11, KPHV11, KvGS+14, KW10, KSR14, LTK17, PS10, PZM+10, PSW11, Puf13, RHT13, SP10a, Sie10, SPS17. realtime [OYU+13].

Reasoning [LN15, ABK+16, MLT17].

Recap [Bvds17]. recipes [J+12].

recompilation [NED+13]. Reconfigurable [OYU+13, STY+14, OIA+13].


Reduction [BO12, TD15]. redundant [HLO15]. Refactoring [AS14, STST12, VBZ+18, ZHL+12, FMM+11, FM13].

Reference [Sch14, UJR14, HMDE12].

refinement [GY16, JLP+14, KSW+14, ZMG+14, ZFK+16]. Reflexes [SPP+10].

regions [AC10]. register [ZY+12].


relation [TD15]. relational [MLGA11].

relationship [LSBV16, LSVB17, SH12].

relaxed [DNB+12, KHL+17, PPS16].

relaxed-memory [KHL+17].


rename [FM13]. Repair [XMD+17, MDS+17, SHU16]. repeatability [Vit14]. replacement [BCD13].


reproducibility [Vit14]. reproduction [SR14b]. requirements [AGGZ10].

ResAna [KvGS+14]. Research [SR17, TRE+13, CRJ+10, CBLFD12, EKUR10, Rub14, VBMDP16, Vit14].

Resource [BVGV14a, ADI13, ES14, KvGS+14, KSR14, SVG12].


responsiveness [PSNS14]. restart [CNS13].

Restructuring [RC17]. Retention [ZMM+16].


Review [Ano15, Bro12, Del13, Gve13, Kie13, Ngo12, Teo12, Teo13, EKUR10]. Revisited [Mei14, Gon11]. rewriting [HLO15].

RFID [AYZI10]. RFLP [YCYC12]. richer [CV14].

rigor [Vit14]. Rigorous [AGR17]. rings [Pos19, Pos19]. rise [DiP18a]. risk [MMP+15].

River [HHSS13]. RJ [OW16].

Road [RXK+17, SWU+15]. Robin [Ano15].

Robotic [DiP18b, LM15]. Robots [SWF12].

Robust [VM15, VDV17, MKZ+14, SVG12, VM10].

Rod [Teo12]. ROM [MLM19]. row [Lei17].

row-typed [Lei17]. RTSJ [ZW10]. Rubah [PVH14]. Ruby [Teo12].

rule [QLBS17].

Rules [CCA+12, HLO15]. run [WAB+11].

run-time [WAB+11]. Running [HC11, TXW+10, YK14]. runs [FIJ+15].

Runtime [BLH12, GSS+18, MCKH16, MSS10, NWB+15, OCFL14, XMA+14, BRGG12, E7Q10, G7L+10, GSS+16, LMK16, MS10, OOK+10, PKC+13, RO12, STY+14, TWSC10, VBAM10a, WLL19, YRB13, dCMNN12].

routines [BM14, CSV15, RCR+14, WHH+17].

S [Gve13]. Safe [Eng13, GvRN+11, JTO12, Loc18, MPS12, RFS+15, SWB+15, WAB+11, HJS+10, HAW13, KHR11, KMLS15, KCP+17, Loc13, RDP16, WWS13]. Safety [RS12, SDH+17, WCB16, ZLCW14, AGR17, EKUR10, GMC+13, Nil2b, PG12, SD16b, Taf13, YS10, CWW13, HL13, LWC17, WK12]. Safety-Critical [WCB16, ZLCW14,
RS12, SDH+17, AGR17, CWW13, LWC17].
Salespoint [ZDS14]. Salt [Hol12]. SAM [BO13]. San [KP15]. Sane [MPS12].
Scalability [CCH11, AAB+10, DSEE13, GTSS11].
Scalable [BBB+17, BS12, DFR13, GGRSY17, HC11, JQJ+16, RXK+17, RTE+13, XMA+14, ETTD12, FC11, GGRSY15, NFV15, PIR17, PLR18, RTET15, TTD12]. ScalaLab [PTML11, PMTL14]. scalar [PQTSGS17]. Scale [BA17, PE11, DHS15, LO15, MDS+17, MCY+10, PTF+15, WHIN11]. SCEL [DLPT14]. scenarios [AMWW15, Sch13]. Scheduler [QSaS17, PMTL14, Zha12].
scheduler-independent [IF16].
Scheduling [AVS+16, BVEAGVA10, KPHV11, EP14, EABGVV14, ZW10].
scheme [XHIH12]. SCHISM [PZM+10].
Science [HWLM11, VF10, SGV12]. sciences [NL14]. Scientific [Esq11, PMTL11, TAF+18, WN10, FRGRLF+12, PMTL14].
scientists [Bra14]. SCORM [HC10]. Scrap [ZCdSovdS15]. Script [MSSK16].
Scripting [CSGT17, KKK+17, HBT12, KRR+14, PMLT14, Zha12]. SE [LYBB14].
Seamless [OwKPM15]. Search [SED14, DDFDF17, searching [ETR12].
Semantics [BO12, BR15, Kri12, LML17, SPY+16, AK13, FBH17, FZ17, KHL+17, Mil13, MT14, PSR15, PPS16, ZHC15].
Semantics-based [SPY+16].
semantics-preserving [AK13]. Semi [FM13, ABC18, MRMV12].
semi-automated [MRMV12].
Semi-automatic [FM13]. semi-structured [ABC18].
separability [WRI+10]. Separating [DDM11, AC10]. separation [TWSC10].
sequence [ZWZ+14]. Sequencing [YWW+18]. Sequential [FFF17]. sequential [BENS12, DMS11]. serialization [MHBO13].
Seriously [Kic10]. Server [HC11, KRH16, D’H12, Dei11, HWLM11, R+13]. Server-Side [HC11, KRH16, D’H12].
Service [BVEAGVA10, SDM12, CSK12, EABGVV14, GD10, HWLM11, KF11].
service-oriented [EABGVV14]. services [MZC10b]. session [KDPG18, FGR12]. Set [SBK13, Lon10a, Lon10b]. Set-based [SBK13, Lon10a, Lon10b]. sets [SP10b].
setters [Mil13]. setting [BGDS13].
Short [AHK+11, SV15a, Zak12].
Simplicity [Dei11]. Simulating [LM15].
Simulation [HWLM11, FLZ+18, KKW11].
Rim12, ZXL16. **Simulation-based** [HWLM11]. simulations [MCY+10].


**SmartArtOp** [TZG17]. Smartphones [RT14].

**SMARTS** [RXK+17]. snapshots [AST12].

Snippets [SWU+15]. **SNP** [YCYC12]. SoC [TKL+15]. social [GGC18]. soft [JACS10].

**Software** [BSA14, CC15, RC17, Wan11, YQTR15, BMSZ17, BTR+13, CBGM12, CFH+13, CJ17, DVL13, EKUR10, FRGPLF+12, FC11, GT10a, HBG+16, JiED11, JK11, LPA13, MHR+12, NGB+16, OIA+13, PLL+18, RAS16, SV17, XR13, YRHBL13, ZK13, ZHC+15, ZDS14].


**sparse-matrix** [TGZ17]. spatial [MLGA11]. Speaking [Rau14, Sam12].

**Special** [DV13, Fox17a, HL13, HGCA11, Puf13, HTLC10, RHT13, HTW14, VK12].

specialization [KRR+14, SV15]. specific [CSdL16, EEK+13, HWW+15, Kic13].

**Specification** [GJS+13, GJS+14]. IF16, KW11, LN15, LYBB13a, LYBB13b, LYBB14, TWH12, BVGVEA11a, BCF+14, KR12, KW10, MRA+17, YP10, dCMMN12].


**statecharts** [MS13]. Statement [XMD+17, PLR14, ZWS+15]. statements [PLR14]. Static [BGK+17, BNE+16, JCI10, MTL15, ODL15, P1LCH11, PLR18, RD15, SW12, SH12, AM14, CGJ+16, Fer13, FLL+13, IF16, KSW+14, LS11, MHR+12, PIR17, TLMM13]. statically [BTR+13, NED+13]. statistical [Bra14, ZFK+16]. statistically [PPMH15].


**STM/HTM** [CHM16]. StMungo [KDPG+18]. stochastic [CRAT+12]. stock [PVH14]. Stop [LWB+15]. Storage [Hol12, VDV17]. Store [BS12, Sta10].

stores [DFR13]. Story [Ano14]. strategic [BM+14]. strategy [PDPM+16]. Stream [KBPS17, MV16, BRWA14, SSL+14].

**streaming** [MRA+17, STCG13]. StreamJIT [BRWA14]. StreamQRE [MRA+17]. streams [SGG+17, UFM15].

**Strength** [KCD12]. String [HOKO14, C3K17]. Strings [HWM11, HWM10, LSSD14]. strong [UMP10, ZHC+15, ZBB+17]. structure [LO15, PLL+18, UMP10].
Structures [GT10b, CDTM10, XMA+10]. studies [EKUR10]. Studio [RT14, FGH16].

Study [KB11, OBPM17, RLMM15, ZMM+16, BRGG12, CCFB15, CJ17, ECS15, JK11, KFBB+15, MHR+12, NCS10, OMK+10, PTF+15, SSL18, SH12, TFPB14, VBDBM16, WXR16, YY13].

substitute [PPMH15]. substitute [GTL+10]. subtypes [HL13]. Subtyping [LN15].

suite [SMBS11, BB12]. Suites [GGZ+15]. Summaries [BH17].


Synchronization [BVEAGVA10, SK12, Mvh15]. syntactic [LE16, M KK+12, M KK+13, QLBBS17]. Syntax [SS13, KMMV14, SSK13].

synthesis [SR14a, STR16, SS16]. synthesizable [ABCR10]. synthesizer [OUY+13]. Synthesizing [GK15, SRJ15, LWH+10]. System [BO13, KCD12, MAHK16, ACS+14, AYZI10, AGRI7, BDB11, ELW15, HA13, HDK+11, HWLM11, KR12, MS10, STY+14, TLL11, Nill2a]. systematic [TD15]. Systems [BG17, BSA14, BNE16, CCH11, DLPT14, Fox17b, HTW14, JMB12, LM15, NWB+18, RTE+13, SLES15, SLE+17, AT16, DW10, FH16, Fox17a, Hdm17, Hw1+12, Htlc10, LGK14, LTK17, MHR+12, MAH12, MvH15, OIA+13, PLL+18, PdMG12, PDP+16, RHT13, SDH+17, SSMGD10, SH12, TTD12, TX+10, THC+14, UIY10, Vit14, YRHBL13, VK12].


Tardis [BM14]. task [Fee16, TWL12, ZLB+13].

TaskLocalRandom [PPMH15]. Tasks [PWSG17, ST15, HAW13, PPMH15, SPP+10]. Taurus [MAHK16]. Taxonomy [SS14].


Terminating [FFF17]. Termination [BMOG12, RDCP12, BSOG12, SMP10]. Test [AGM+17, BB12, BM18, Ggz+15, Rim12, ST15, MT13, PSNS14, SR14a, SKR17].

Test-driven [BM18]. tested [Mii13]. Testing [Ame13, BR12, Hin13, MM12, MMP+15, MPP+12, CSS+16, CNS13, KPP+18, Ler10, Tso12, TD15]. tests [AO11, NYCS12, SRJ15]. Textbooks [BNP11]. their [RDP16]. theorem [SSH17].

Third [Ano15, FOPZ14, LGV10].
third-party [FOPZ14, LGV10], THOR [TWX10], Thoth [KBI7], Thou [LCW18].
thread [BKJC13, CRAJ10, MGI17, PCL14, PG12, SS10, WLI19, YDF15].
thread-level [MGI17], threaded [DSE13, JTO12, SE12, Taf13], threads [UR15, WLI19], threat [BG13+13], threats [BG13+13]. Three [ZMM16+16, Vit14].
TigerQuoll [BBP13], Tim [Teo13]. Time [BVEAGVA10, BBB17+17, BLH12, DLR16, Fox17b, HTW14, JMB12, Kie10, KW11, PKPM19, Pau14, SLES15, SLE+17, VK12, BCR13, BM14, BVGVEA10, BVGVEA11a, BVGVEA11b, BVGVEA13, BVGV14a, BVGV14b, CRAJ10, DW10, EABVGV14, Fox17a, GMC13+13, HTLC10, KHM1+11, KPHV11, KHL+13, KvGS14+14, KW10, KSR14, LMK16, LTK17, MGI17, Nii12a, P10, PZZ10+10, PZW11, Pu13, RHT13, SP10a, SPHP10, SIC10, SPS17, SH12, TTS1+10, WAB1+11], time-travel [BM14], time-triggered [EABVGV14], Times [BKP16, DW10], timing [ACH17+17, LS11].
TIMP [LS15+12], tiny [Xue12], tolerant [PZM1+10]. Tool [FMM1+11, PQD12, SW12, SSK13, ABFM12, CTA+12, ETR12, KSR14, LS11, TWX1+10].
Tool-supported [FMM1+11], toolchain [KDPG18, SM1+18]. Tools [Bro12, CSZ17, CS12, ABK+16, KPP18, VBAM10b].
toolset [KvGS14+14], top [RVP11, SGG17+17, ZMY14], top-down [ZMY14]. Topics [Hor11, Jen12] topology [DDM11]. Toy [DiP18b]. Trace
[HWM14, PiLC11, SR14b, BBF10, HWM13, HW1+12, IHWN12, WHIN11].
trace-based [BBF10, HWM14, HW1+12, IHWN12].
Tracebility [CSK12], tracer [CZ14], Traces [WKG17, BA12, RGM13]. Tracing [BP10, DLR14, DLR16, MD15], track [VSG17]. TrackEtching [VSG17].
Tracking [RLM15, SDC12+12, WLI19, KHL1+13, OOK1+10]. Tracks [RGM13]. tradeoff [UTO13]. Traffic [RXK17+17]. Trail [HHS13]. Train [MSK16], training [KMN16], trait [BCD13, VM15], traits [BDGS13, BD17].
transactional [DVL13, FC11, ZHCB15]. Transactions [dSG12, CHM16, DF13], transformation [AST1+16, PDD17], transformations [AK13, HM10, PMP1+16, TL17].
Transforming [dMRH12], transitioning [HWM14]. Translating [RFRS14].
Translation [BO12, LSW16, TLL18], translations [UTO13], translator [LZYP16]. Transmission [PE11, BVGVEA11b, BJJK12].
transient [BD11], travel [BM14], traversals [OL15]. Tree [Lyo12, HLO15, KMM14, SSK13], trees [RBV16], Trends [CC15, MSS10, SR17].
trie [SV17], trie-based [SV17], tries [SV15a, SV15b], triggered [EABVGV14].
TRINI [PDPM1+16]. Trusted [TWNH12, BCF1+14], tuning [AAB1+10, BVGVEA11g, SKBL11].
Turf [CH17], Turing [Gri17].
Tutorial [Jen12, Nii12b, Taf13, Zak12], TV [JMO14].
twitter [Guy14], Two [Has12]. Type [BO13, CG1+16, KSW1+14, KAT12, Lei17, Loc18, RKN1+18, SGD15, WT11, ACS1+14, AT16, BS13, CMS1+12, CVG1+17, DLM10, FH16, GBS14, Hy12, KMLS15, KRR1+14, KR16, KVR14, KDPG18, LGK14, LE16, MHR1+12, SH12, TLL11, Zha12, eBH11].
Type-Based [SGD15].
type-dependent [LE16]. Type-Safe [Loc18, KMLS15]. Typechecking [KDPG18, CL17]. Typed [BO13, KKK1+17, MHL15, CMS1+12, KRCH14, Lei17, RD16].
Types [BO13, RvB14, SPA10, BDG13, CH12, DDM11, HH13, MME1+10, YDF15].
TypeScript [Cho14, FH16, RSF1+15].
Typing [FZ17, RSF1+15, SIE17, SFR1+14, TSD1+12].
typy [OA17].


Understandable [MSM+16]. Understanding [ABC18, FRM+15, MKTD17, NWB+18, PCL14, QLBS17, Set13, TABS12, VBMDDP16, LWB+15, Nil12b].


VM/application [LBF12]. VMKit [GTL+10]. volume [Gve13]. Vroom [BMDK15]. vs [BA17, GBC12, MD15, SKR17, SK12, SH12, WKJ17].


v [Sam12]. V8 [MGI17]. Validating [HLISK13]. Validation [SSB14b, CsdL16, HCV17, SSB01]. Value [BBB+17, DFR13]. variable [CDTM10]. 
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yang [CBGM12], years [BTR+13]. yieldpoint [LWB+15], yin [CBGM12].

Z [SBF+10]. Z-rays [SBF+10]. Zero [ZW13].
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